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Executive Summary 

This week we show the daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly charts to discern the markets’ possible next small and 

larger move as the current Elliot wave count –due to continued whipsawing of the market- has turned into a 

thousand-and-one possibilities puzzle. A technical analyses is only as strong as the weakest link, and Elliot wave 

theory is that weak link currently, so we decided to step away from it until the smoke clears. Instead we focus on 

price levels, trend lines, price patterns, simple moving averages etc. Despite three consecutive up weeks, AAII 

sentiment dropped for a 3rd week and has reached very low levels (24% bullish vs 38.5% historical average; and 

remains below its historical average for the 47th consecutive week and the 80th out of the past 82 weeks!). This 

could serve as a good contrarian indicator and fits with the possible bullish price patterns we can observe short and 

long term. 

 

How to trade this? 

Trade/close above SPX2168/2170 will likely target SPX2220. A close above SPX2180 will confirm. Such a 

breakout/close can be traded with stop at entry. A break below SPX2145 is bearish and will negate the bullish 

patterns and target SPX2120/2100. 
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Elliot wave update 

There are times when one has to accept a method is not providing the right answers and currently Elliot wave theory 

is one of those methods. Why? Simpel, what a mess: 2 days up, 2 days down, 2 days up, down, up. All can be either 

counted as 5 or 3 waves up and down, and the number of (micro) counts are as such numerous. Times like these 

Elliot wave is not helpful, but rather harmful, and we are unable to provide a high certainty count. We simple have 

to go by price levels, price patterns and TIs to determine where the market is going. On the next page we’ll assess 

the Daily SPX TI-chart in Figure 1 in more detail from such a perspective. 

Figure 1. SPX daily TI chart: wave counting nightmare. Triangles abundant.  
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Market update. 

Figure 1 shows two triangles: an ascending blue triangle that with a sustained breakout above SPX2168/2170 targets 

SPX2220 (green arrow). And a (black/blue) symmertrical –continuation- triangle. Since the move into the triangle 

was up, July-August rally, the continuation move out of the triangle will also be up. Both patterns are thus bullish. 

Many market pundits have pointed out that the SPX is unable to clear the 50d SMA, and that it is starting to slope 

down as does the 20d SMA. Although that is (short to intermediate term bearish), we simple refer to our recent 

update featuring the 50d and 200d SMA since 1984: see here. Clearly in bull markets there are plenty of times the 

50d is decreasing, but as long as it remains above the 200d SMA, and as long as the 200d SMA is increasing –as it is 

now- a decreasing 50d SMA is not bearish at all, but part of a healthy ongoing bull market.  

In addition, all TIs are pointing up, with an A.I. buy signal, and continued MACD buy signal. Money flow (MFI14) is in 

general upwards as well. A break below SPX2145/2140 will negate the bullish patterns and target SPX2110/2100. 

 

Figure 2 below shows in an easy and simple to understand manner the 34d trading time fibs (the next interval is set 

for mid-October; in line with the October 19 Bradley Turn date) as well as important trend lines and 

support/resistance levels. As we can see, price continues to find support at the dotted blue and red trendlines, but 

meets resistance at the lower orange trendline. Note all are moving up. Horizontal support remains at the 2120-

2105 levels (green and red support lines) 

Figure 2. SPX Time-Fibs and longer term trend lines for support and resistance. 

 

Hence, the daily chart shows two bullish price patterns, and up pointing TIs that or on buy. The fact that price is now 

below the 50d SMA, but above the 20d SMA (although this has fluctuated on a daily basis) is longer term not bearish. 

Longer term trendlines are pointing up, and so does our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA, see page 

8).  

  

https://investingintelligent.com/2016/09/26/are-we-in-a-bear-market-now-one-chart-says-resolutely-no/
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Zooming out, albeit the issues with Deutshe bank (DB), presidential elections, supposed high P/E values, oil 

surpluses, etc etc etc the weekly chart shows the S&P500 gained for a 3rd week in a row (0.17%). Why then “optimism 

fell for a third consecutive week, and remains below its historical average for the 47th consecutive week and the 80th 

out of the past 82 weeks.” remains a mystery to us (source: http://www.aaii.com/sentimentsurvey: 24% bullish 

[38.5%], 39% neutral [31%], 31% bearish [31%], numbers between [ ] are historical averages). Hence, not many 

investors appear to think the market will rally, while it is less than 30p below its ATH. A good contrarian indicator!? 

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI chart: 3rd weekly gain, some TIs pointing up, not a bull left… 

 

 

 

http://www.aaii.com/sentimentsurvey
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Maybe the lack of investor confidence is because the S&P500 lost 0.12% both in September and August? That by 

itself is nothing to be too bearish about either. We have a renewed monthly buy crossover on the MACD, while the 

monthly A.I. has been on a buy since March. The parabolic SAR is below price (that’s bullish) and all SMAs are pointing 

up. The negative divergence on the MFI14 (money flow index) in late-2014 to mid-2015 has already been expressed 

in the August and February sell offs and currently we see a flat money flow. The blue triangle formation remains in 

place and targets SPX2250. 

Figure 4. SPX monthly TI chart: two consecutive down months, All TIs pointing up, possible triangle formation 
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Or are investors bearish because the market has increased over 4 consecutive quarters (one should be bullish by 

then instead) and are expecting it to go down? The number of consecutive quarters up doesn’t necessarily increase 

the chances of a larger correction as the chart below shows. Since 1962, the longest period was 15 consecutive 

quarters of gains, followed by a 11-quarter up period, then a 9-quarter up period, four 5 consecutive up quarters, 

seven 4-quarters up, five 3-quarters up, etc.  

Figure 5. SPX Quarterly chart: four consecutive quarters up 

 

Hence, also the quarterly chart remains bullish; we need to see more than 2 consecutive down quarters to turn 

bearish long term.  
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Market breadth 

The weekly Advance/Decline issues line keeps increasing (14,099 this week vs 14,096 last week), while price is 

lagging. Hence, there is no negative divergence–like April/May 2015- instead it is positive (price is lagging breadth). 

We therefore expect price to play catch up. 

Figure 6. Weekly A/D continues to make new highs. 
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Miscellaneous 

Like last week: despite all the bearish sentiment, all the possible counts, and all the confusion the daily scribbles 

provide, our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing) remains 100% 

bullish as all SMAs are now above the dotted (reference SMA).  

The short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) picture remained the same over the past 5 days. But, all SMAs 

and price are still above the dotted (reference) SMAs and as such doesn’t signal a big correction underway. 

Hence, these charts continue to foretell long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart now 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 65% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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